President’s Report
Kung Hei Fat Choi and
Happy New Year! I hope
you all have had an
enjoyable Christmas and
festive season.
On behalf of the Committee, we would like to wish you and
your families, good health and peace in the 2017.
As most of you are aware, the Committee had decided not to
hold a Chinese New Year function in NSW this year, as Chinese
New Year fell very close to the Festive season. Casa will
continue to subsidise our two major functions, Dia de Sao
Joao and Christmas.

NSW held their Christmas function early due to the Encontro
on 20th November 2016 and we were joined by Santa and his
Elf. A wonderful luncheon was had by all and the children
were kept entertained.

The Encontro was held from 26th November 2016 until 2nd
December 2016. It was lovely to see all reunited with their
families and friends. Our members attended most of the
activities and enjoyed the catered Macanese cuisine, dancing
and entertainment.

A personal highlight for me at the
Encontro was the special family reunion
where my Mum had returned to Macau
after 20+ years and was reunited with
her Brothers and sister. They haven’t
been together in Macau since she
departed in the 1970s to immigrate to
Australia.

It was also a pleasure to meet all the Presidents of Casa
around the world. The Casas were all united and we also
welcomed a new Casa in UK. Thank you to all the organisers of
the Encontro: Associação Promotora dos Macaenses (APIM),
Conselho das Comunidades Macaenses(CCM), International
Institute of Macau (IIM), APOMAC. Nina has written a column
on the Encontro which I hope you will enjoy.
Pictured Left: One of

the highlights of the
Encontro was the
cultural event
organised by IIM
which launched books
and acknowledged
numerous authors on
Macau. Stuart Braga
was one of those
authors and was
presented with a Certificate of Merit. Congratulations Stuart
on your achievement and contribution.
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With Mary at the Symbolic visit to the Monument in honour of
the Macanese Diaspora, I felt very proud to represent
Australia and also of my Macanese Ancestory

Solemn Mass at the Se Cathedral

Our Sunday lunches will begin from Sunday 19th March 2016,
our volunteer chefs are Robert and Antonia Olaes. Please
ensure you book in early to avoid disappointment in missing
out.
A reminder that all membership renewals are due 31st March
2017.
We would like to wish you the very best for 2017 Year of The
Rooster and that you enjoy the newsletter. Hope to see you all
soon.
Presidents of Casa at the Closing Ceremony

Viva Macaenses!
Best Wishes
Antonieta Manolakis
President
Casa de Macau Inc

Dates for upcoming events
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MATO MOIRO
The Portuguese enclave in 19th century Hong Kong
This odd-sounding name has now been completely forgotten,
but Mato Moiro was well-known to all the Portuguese
inhabitants of Hong Kong for much of the first eighty years of
the British colony.1 It was where they all lived in a little group
of crowded streets in what much later became known as the
Mid-Levels. This is now a highly desirable place to live and is
filled with tall apartment blocks. Access to the city below,
then known as Victoria and now as Central, is much easier
than it was in the nineteenth century, as the longest outdoor
covered escalator system in the world, built in 1993, takes all
the effort out of toiling 135 metres up the steep hill. Within a
few years of their arrival in Hong Kong in 1841, the British
community had established all the organisations that marked
a White Anglo-Saxon
Protestant colony of the
mid-nineteenth century.
They were all grouped
near Government House:
there was an elite
gentlemen’s club, the
Hong Kong Club, a
Masonic lodge, Zetland
Lodge, the Hong Kong
Cricket Club, St John’s
Anglican Cathedral and a
little further away, the
Hong Kong Jockey Club.
The grand residences of the taipans, the heads of wealthy
trading companies, were nearby on the waterfront. In the
1860s, the Botanical Gardens were laid out nearby, the
governor reporting to the Secretary of State for the Colonies
in London that ‘a place of recreation, whereto the inhabitants
may resort after the toil and heat of the day, is not only a
luxury, but indispensable in a climate such as that of Hong
Kong’.2 He meant just the British inhabitants. Besides serving
the interests of the rulers, these institutions also reflected and
established geographical and social boundaries which
excluded not only the Chinese, but also severely constrained
what became a quite substantial Portuguese community from
Macau. They could not join the Hong Kong Club, the Masonic
lodge or the Cricket Club. They would never have gone
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The name is spelt in several different ways, but this is the
spelling used by J.P. Braga in a little booklet issued in 1941 to
mark the centenary of Hong Kong, Portuguese pioneering: a
hundred years of Hong Kong. Braga lived in Mato Moiro for
fifty years.

anywhere near the Protestant cathedral. Even to glance inside
its door was regarded as a mortal sin.3
To the west of this British elite area, in what is now the
Sheung Wan district, was a rapidly growing Chinese
settlement. As this area became overcrowded with a huge
influx of people escaping from the turmoil of the Taiping
Rebellion in the 1850s, settlement spread uphill into Tai Ping
Shan, above Sheung Wan and straight below the steep rise of
Victoria Peak. A dense population was crammed into filthy
slums constructed without any planning controls until a
serious outbreak of bubonic plague in 1894 forced the
authorities to take drastic action. The problem had been
ignored, not remedied, and the price then paid was a heavy
one both in deaths and badly soured relations between the
Chinese community and their British rulers.
Between the Chinese settlement and the British City of
Victoria, a small Portuguese enclave developed. At first this
was near the waterfront, and here the first Catholic church
was built in 1843. However, during the 1850s, rents in this
area rose because of the influx of Chinese people fleeing the
turmoil in China, so that the Portuguese were gradually forced
out, and moved up the hill to the vicinity of the mosque. It
was termed by its residents Mato Moiro, ‘the field of
Muslims’, the name deriving from the Jamia Mosque, built as
early as 1843. Several units of the British garrison were Indian
regiments, so it was deemed necessary to build a mosque as
quickly as possible. After the Portuguese Catholic population
moved out, the site of the original church was sold, and the
present Catholic Cathedral was built in 1888.
The people who lived here were the first wave of the diaspora
from Macau, those who came soon after the British
occupation of Hong Kong. In Macau the whole Portuguese
population had lived within the sound of church bells. So it
would be in early Hong Kong. Intensely devout, they lived
within the sound of the church bells of the Catholic cathedral
which sounded the Angelus each evening. With Chinese
heathen on one side and English Protestants on the other, the
Portuguese community drew closer together in defence of
and in commitment to the Catholic faith.
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Sir Arthur Kennedy to Lord Kimberley, 15 July 1873, R.L.
Jarman, Hong Kong Annual Administration Reports, 18411941, vol. 1, p. 406.
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The priests gave Meno Baptista, now living in Oregon, USA,
this solemn warning when he was at school in Hong Kong.
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Left: A Macanese woman
wearing a dó early
twentieth century.
The Portuguese enclave was
readily identifiable by the
dress of the women, many
of whom attended Mass
twice a day. They usually
appeared in public wearing
a dó, a long black cape-like
costume, a cover-all. It was
very distinctive and
Portuguese women wearing it were immediately
recognisable.4
Thus an enclave was established that would exist until the
early twentieth century, an area of small terraces extending up
the hillside, near the mosque. Here, within a kilometre of each
other were the Anglican and Catholic cathedrals, the mosque,
a non-conformist chapel and, later, the Jewish synagogue. It
was an appropriate symbol of much religious diversity, and
was made necessary by the tiny wedge of land on which the
city of Victoria was built in its first half century. The adherents
of place of worship each saw themselves in some sense as
‘defenders of the faith’.
In consequence, this community became self-contained and
inward looking. It was for a long time a religious
concentration, rather like a Jewish ghetto. Orthodox Jewish
communities often seek to set up an eruv, a physical
demarcation of the boundary of the distance that a
worshipper might walk to synagogue on the Sabbath.
Similarly, the Portuguese community felt they had to live
within the sound of church bells. It was a kind of aural eruv.
The evening Angelus was the sign for a family gathering,
movingly described by J.P. Braga, who grew up in the Mata
Moiro.
‘No attempt to delineate an average
Portuguese family in Macao or Hong Kong
would be complete without a description of
the family prayers and devotions which are
an important part of life in most Portuguese
homes – and especially of the old-fashioned
homes. The family group assembles in the
parents’ room, as a rule after the evening
Angelus. The senior feminine member
generally leads the prayers, and the
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A.M. Amaro, ‘Sons and daughters of the soil of the first decade
of Luso-Chinese diplomacy’, Review of Culture, July/September
1994, No. 20 (2nd series), pp. 13-67.

responses are said by the others in unison
before the little family altar (no matter how
humble, each home has its family altar). The
whole of the five mysteries of the rosary are
recited. At the conclusion, upon rising, the
children in turn take the right hand of their
parents and kiss them “Good-night”, invoking
their blessing in a single word: “benção”, to
which the parents reply: “Deus dei graça”
(“May God bless you.”).5 He added that ‘this
formula is the Macao patois for corrupted
Latin. In Portugal, the correct reply is “Deus
te abençoe” .’
In the early twentieth century, a growing population led to
overcrowding in Mato Moiro.
It was still squeezed in by the bastions of British colonial
power on one side and the still more crowded Chinese
tenements on the other. Moving up to the top of the Peak was
out of the question. Power and wealth ensured that only the
‘taipans’, the heads of British commercial concerns and senior
government officials, would be able to live in this exalted
location, cooler and far more pleasant in summer than the
sweltering city beneath. To ensure that this exclusivity
remained, the Peak District Reservation Ordinance was passed
by the Hong Kong Legislative Council in 1904, reinforced by
the Peak District (Residence) Ordinance in 1918, which
required that all applications to live there should be approved
by Government.6 In 1922, a Peak Residents’ Association was
formed in case the Governor let them down, but there was no
chance of that. Therefore, the people of Mato Moiro had to
look elsewhere.
They looked across the harbour to Kowloon, which was being
developed in the 1920s, having had little development for
many years after the British acquired it in 1860 from China.
During the 1920s, most of the Portuguese in Mato Moiro
moved out. For many more years, they formed tight-knit
communities, one centred on Rosary Church in Tsim Sha Tsui,
built on Chatham Road in 1905, the other on St Teresa’s
Church in Kowloon Tong, built in 1928 at the corner of Prince
Edward Road and Waterloo Road.
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J.P. Braga, The Portuguese in Hongkong and China, p. 166.
P. Snow, The Fall of Hong Kong, p. 3.
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Carlos Demetrio Cruz
22.12.1926 – 24.10.2016

Mato Moiro and the three Portuguese residential areas in
twentieth century Hong Kong.
Half a century later, these communities also disappeared, as
Portuguese people left Hong Kong for places with greater
opportunities and greater security: principally North America,
but also Portugal, Brazil, Australia and New Zealand. The once
very close-knit community of Mato Moiro had disappeared
into the mists of time. Its name was no longer even a distant
memory.
Stuart Braga
The two maps are reprinted by couresy of António M. Jorge
da Silva. They first appeared in his The Portuguese
community in Hong Kong, a pictorial history, 2007.

The Editor and Editorial group reserves the right to
screen, accept or reject material for publication and
take no responsibility for any errors or omissions as
provided by authors and contributors.
While items from the Membership are sought and
encouraged, the Editor reserve the right to edit
articles as considered necessary.
Publication of contributions is at the discretion of the
Editor and the President (or nominee), and opinions
expressed may not necessarily be those of the Editor,
nor of the Governing Committee of Casa de Macau
Inc. Australia.
The Newsletter is not to be used for any member’s
own discourse. It is not intended to promote any
propaganda nor support any political or religious
affiliations.
The contents are produced in good faith as a service
for the benefit of Casa de Macau Members and as a
method of communication within the Macanese
community in Australia and abroad. Any item
submitted for inclusion MUST be the author’s own
work. Articles copied from other sources will not be
considered for inclusion.

Born in Hong Kong, Carlos
was the youngest son of José
Francisco Cruz and Ricarda
Maria de Jesús, sibling to
Luiz (Ito); Bertha (Pepita);
Turibio; Eduardo (Eddie);
Humberto (Bert); Reinaldo
(Polly); and Hilda. He was a
La Salle College student prior
to the war years. Known by
his nickname as ‘’Gunboat’’
due to his powerful kicks on
the soccer field apart from
being a well-respected goalkeeper.
During the war he was a refugee in Macau along with the
Macanese community, being too young to enlist. After the
war he returned to Hong Kong, and in the early 1950s he was
a Scout Master of the 20th Hong Kong Group of St. Margaret
Church, and worked in the Hong Kong & Shanghai Bank before
he migrated to San Francisco CA with his sister Bertha in the
early 1960s.
He married the love of his life Irene Souza and settled in
Glendale, before moving to Palm Desert. After her passing,
Carlos remained at the desert until his last months at San
Clemente due to his declining health.
Carlos was a friendly,
gentle and humble
man with a great
smile and happy
outlook. He passed
peacefully on 24th
October in Laguna
Woods CA. Fondly
loved and
remembered by his family (nieces and nephews in Australia
(Sydney); USA (Arizona); Belgium (Brussels); Canada (Toronto);
England (Surrey); surviving sisters-in-law) and friends. Also, in
particular, Dan and Terri Souza, the family he never had,
sorely missed as an adopted father and grandfather to their
two children.
May he rest in peace in God’s care.
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Elvie England (nee Encarnacao) passed
away on 26 January 2017 at the age of
101 at Myrtleford, Victoria.
Loving mother of Frank and Geoffrey,
and Aunt of Yolanda Guterres and Carmen O'Brien

Encontro 2016
Legend in Macau says that a person
drinking water from the fountain at
“Beco de Lilau” means that person
will always return to Macau,
fulfilling the legend many of our
members including myself returned
in November.

2017 Bursary Applications
Are you undertaking tertiary studies in 2017?
Are you a voting member of the Casa de Macau – Australia
(Macanese decent)?
Have you been a member of the Casa de Macau – Australia
for two or more years)??
If you answered yes to the above three questions you may
be eligible for a bursary from Casa de Macau – Australia.
For an information package and application form contact
Mary Rigby at rigbyfamily@ozemail.com.au.

Applications close 1st April 2017.

CASA Membership Renewal 2017
Membership renewal is due by March 31.
The renewal form must be completed and returned.
All details on the form must be filled in so we can update
our records.
A renewal form is included with this newsletter .

There were many highlights to tell
you about, but the one that sticks
in my mind was our visit to the old “Escola Portuguesa”,
where we had a fabulous night and a delicious Cha Gordo.
The food was delicious and included all the yummies:
Empada, Bolos Meninos, Hapa Bico and Chillicotes, as many
know, I managed to devour one or two Chillicotes.
The organisation of the Encontro was fantastic with functions
and activities for us to attend almost every day and night. I
would like to thank the organising committee both
international and the Australian team lead by Antonieta for a
fantastic event.
All the functions were grand, the food superb and yes the
dinners included many opportunities for people to dance,
catch up with family and friends as well as school mates.
Special thanks to Mary Rigby for ensuring all of us had name
badges, looking after the bookings so that we could attend the
functions and activities organised. Mary you’re a legend!
Personally, I can't wait until we meet again in 2019!
Nina Deacon

Casa de Macau Australia
Casa de Macau Inc.
P O Box A908
SYDNEY SOUTH NSW 1235
Macanese Cultural Centre (MCC)
244 Unwins Bridge Rd SYDENHAM

THANK YOU
Special Thank You to our member Joana Jorge for kindly
donating several books on the history of Macau. They will be
put in our Casa library for all to read.
Much appreciated!
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Congratulations also to Nicole
Ware, who sent us the following:

Congratulations to Brio Dos
Santos-Lee, and thanks to
her mother, Maria Dos
Santos-Lee for sharing
Brio’s success in the 2016
Special Category National
Winners section of the
National History Challenge.
Brio was the National
Winner in the Asia and
Australia section, detailing
“My family’s migration
story Macau to Australia
1960s / 1970s”.
Editor’s note: I have been fortunate to read Brio’s entry
and would have to agree with the judges’ comments: This
entry clearly addresses the theme with depth and structure
through a mature presentation which displayed an
advanced level of historical skills and understanding. An
extensive use of primary evidence, which was well
referenced, illustrated a personal history of a family’s
migration story to Australia in the 1960s and 70s.
Brio, who attends Annandale Primary School, received her
award at Parliament House in Canberra on Tuesday 29th
November.

I would like to thank Casa de
Macau for awarding me a
Bursary towards my course at St
Patrick’s Business College in
Sydney. This enabled me to
contribute to the fees and
textbooks for my course.
I am proud to say that I graduated in December with a
Double Diploma in Business and Business
Administration and through the College, was able to
secure a job with a leading law firm in Sydney. I
recently commenced my new job.
This course has enabled me to gain the knowledge and
experience to start my career and possibly help me
continue further studies to become a Para-Legal in the
future.
My parents are Susan and Carl Ware (my
grandmothers were Myra Ware nee Noronha and
Melba Wake nee da Cruz).

Nicole's Graduation, from L-R is Susan, Jess, Nicole,
Carl, Catherine and Des Ware.

L to R includes Pico, Kathe Kirby (Sponsor of the prize from the
Asia Education Foundation), Brio, me, and Michael Lee.

NOTE FROM STEF: If you have any youth news to
share please let me know so it can be included in
future issues of the Casa newsletter. Email me at:
deaconstef@gmail.com
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As postal and printing costs increase please let the
CASA know that you are happy to receive your
newsletter and other information by E-mail
Please send your details to Mary Rigby:

rigbyfamily@ozemail.com.au
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From ADELAIDE'S CASA DE MACAU

CASA NEWS AROUND
AUSTRALIA
ACT - From Luiz >>>>>>>

Some Canberra members celebrated the Year of the Rooster
with a Macanese flavour, a little belatedly on the 18th of
February. Twelve of us gathered at the Ginger & Spice
restaurant, which is owned by Fiona Hau, who is from
Macau. Fiona (4th from the left in the light blouse) has been
running restaurants in Canberra for 30 years. She is well
known to many of our Canberra members, and she served us
a delicious banquet lunch

WESTERN AUSTRALIA - from Daniel Badaracco

Our Christmas lunch held in November took place at
Estia Greek Restaurant which is on the foreshore of Henley
Beach.
We all enjoyed the al fresco lunch in beautiful beach
surroundings.

The menu comprised of a Greek-style banquet with homemade dips and pitta bread, meat balls, calamari, barbequed
lamb and chicken, zucchini fritters, salads and sweets. The
children opted for the ice-cream cones and we were all proud
of their behaviour in the queue whilst waiting patiently to put
in their orders.
It was great to have
some door prizes as
well as Haigh's
chocolates for the
adults and lollies for
the children to take
home.
Thank you once again
to the Committee of
Casa de Macau for making this happen and we wish to thank
them for volunteering their time for our cause.
Carmen O'Brien

FROM OUR VICTORIAN CASA:

The WA Casa members enjoyed their Christmas function.

Belated, but we made it! So our
Christmas gathering was somewhat
delayed but we did finally get together
for our Secret Rendezvous held on
Sunday the 15th Jan 2017 at the new
secret address of 222 Exhibition Street, Melbourne.
9

We had frequented the
address before but this time
it was a Secret Kitchen. So
that everybody who wanted
to attend was able, we
delayed the event until after
the return of our members
attending the 2016
Encontro, we didn't want them to miss out on this Secret
rendezvous.

As typical in Melbourne we never know what to expect with
the weather but it turned out to be rather pleasant. The city
was a-buzz with festivities and plenty of International and
interstate visitors here in Melbourne attending the Australian
open and other events.
Our first time to the Secret Kitchen, the restaurant was newly
refurbished, the decor was good, our members contributed
with their chit-chatting and laughter enhancing a pleasant
atmosphere all around. The Chefs produced traditional tasty
morsels and delicious
dim sum. The
trollies came around
at frequent intervals
but surprise, surprise,
gone are the
traditional basic round
bamboo baskets, dim
sum dishes were served in new square inter-locking bamboo
boxes which stacked up very quickly feeding our large group
nicely.
On behalf of all members, we would like to welcome our new
members: Geronimo Alvarez also known as John; Samantha
(Wan) and Thomas Boucher and Nina and Gary Lichtenstein.
We would also like to congratulate Erica and Matthew
Raphael on their recent addition to the family, a son Ryan and
to Noella dos Santos and Andrew Reddish their son Elijah.

Last but not least, we would like to thank Minas, Tahli and
Alex for helping out with the raffle tickets and prizes, which
were shared amongst the gathering.

For those members that were unable to attend to our secret
rendezvous for various reasons, you were missed but
not forgotten and we hope to see you at our next gathering. I
hope all members had a very enjoyable and a pleasant day out
and look forward to see you all again soon to celebrate
Chinese New Year.
On behalf of the Victorian Members, we would like to wish
The President and the Committee and our Interstate
colleagues a Very Happy and Healthy New Year.
Eddy Favacho on behalf of Eddie Raphael.

News from Casa Queensland
The Casa Queensland 2016 Christmas Party
was held at the popular Parkland
Restaurant at Sunnybank. A Deluxe Chinese
Banquet was enjoyed by over 40 members
on Sunday 13 November 2016.
Again a very big thank you to Joe Vieira and his lovely wife
Alicia for assisting on the day. Joe is a fantastic Master of
Ceremonies and keeps the party going. From all accounts the
members had another very enjoyable day catching up with
other Casa members over a nice meal.

The Lucky door prizes were won by Cheryl Jaye, Eva Nykiel
and Angie Walton.
A good time was had by all.
Rosanna Webb
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NSW Casa News

This year will also see the opening of the so-called “sevenstar” THE 13, a $1.3 billion property neighbouring Coloane
which promises to offer a comprehensive “lifestyle
experience” for the super-rich.

Casa de Macau Christmas
Party 2016
This year Casa de Macau in Sydney celebrated with a buffet
lunch at the Ryde Eastwood Leagues club. This year we brought
forward the Christmas lunch as the Encontro was scheduled for
late November early December.
This year 100 Casa members came along for the day, many new
faces and some “experienced” and familiar faces as well.
This year our President, Antonieta lead the proceedings,
including a visit from Santa who brought gifts for the children
in attendance.
The members and visitors were well catered for with a
sumptuous lunch with a selection of: hot and cold mains,
desserts, fresh fruits and tea and coffee. Thanks to Lizette for
ensuring the chef Sidney Ho has been well educated in
Macaense cuisine.
There were three (3) major prizes (Gift Cards) for members this
year, also minor prizes of bottles of wine.
As always this event would not be the success it was without
the help of all the committee: Antoineta, Ed, Marcus, Nado,
Belinda, Irene and Mary.
As always when we get together there were plenty of laughs
and memories to be shared and all too soon it was time to go.
To each and every one of you: Feliz Ano Novo

MACAO TO FURTHER INCREASE HOLIDAY APPEAL
Macao will have much to crow about in 2017 as it celebrates
the Year of the Rooster with the opening of additional modern
integrated resorts to meet the steadily increasing flow of
international visitors.
In the wake of last year’s record-breaking tourism boom
which saw annual visitor numbers increase to almost 31
million, the former Portuguese enclave has also unveiled
plans for extra activities and attractions to complement the
additional hotels, shops and eateries.
The number of visiting
Australians grew by one per
cent in 2016 to 93,300.
Last year, Macao welcomed
the opening of such plush
Cotai hotel-resorts as The
Parisian and the Wynn
Palace, boosting hotel room
numbers to more than
37,600, an increase of 13.9
per cent on 2015.
The number will be further
boosted in mid-2017 with
such much-anticipated
openings as the five-star
MGM Cotai, which alone will add another1400 guest rooms
and suites.

The hotel, designed by famous New York architect Peter
Marino - creator of flagship stores for the likes of Chanel,
Louis Vuitton and Christian Dior - will have 200 multi-level
luxury suites with a blend of 17th-century French Renaissance
and Baroque décor.
Adding another 780 guest rooms, suites and top-storey villas
to the Cotai Strip will be the ‘City of Dreams’ distinctly
designed Fifth Hotel Tower, its 2017 opening hot on the heels
of 2015’s successful launch of nearby sister resort Studio City.
“By having additional hotels, activities, eateries and
attractions, visitors will have no reason not to stay an extra
night or two,” said Helen Wong, general manager of the
Macao Government Tourism Office (Australian and New
Zealand).
“We are expecting another exciting year now that The Parisian
and the Wynn Palace have opened,” she said. “Who had
thought you could go on a gondola ride one minute, then take
an elevator ride to the top of the Eiffel Tower a few strides
away.”
In addition to the attractions created along the Cotai Strip of
integrated resorts, a street presence of traditional pedi-cabs
will be increased and positioned in additional key locations in
2017, thus increasing the number of free 20-minute rides
offered to holidaymakers.
While moves are underway to have two sightseeing boat
tours, one an amphibious duck, operating between the Macao
peninsula and the adjoining islands of Taipa and Coloane
before the end of the year. Historic Taipa village has also
come in for special treatment through the creation of a festive
atmosphere for its narrow lanes and quaint squares.
The opening of new restaurants and indoor and outdoor art
galleries along with additional street performances near the
lovingly maintained colonial-style Taipa Houses are planned.
Plans are also in motion to restore some of the historic
buildings on Coloane, famous for its fishing village, beaches
and bush walking trails – the virtual lungs of Macao.
Meanwhile, construction continues on the above-ground
multi-million dollar Light Rapid Transit light rail system which
will ultimately link each of these major holiday resorts.
Perhaps the most ambitious project,
this vital road link is planned for
opening within the next two years is
the Hong Kong-Zhuhai-Macao Bridge
which will span 35.6kms and drive
extra visitors to Macao.
Mike Smith, Macao Government Tourism Office
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Encontro 2016 Trip to Guangzhou on Thursday 1st and
Friday 2nd December 2016. Organised with the support of the
"Gabinete de Ligacao do Governo Central da China" in Macau.
During the wonderful Encontro 2016 some of us (namely a
very privileged 4 of us from Australia - we were the only ones
from Australia who opted for the offer) took up the Encontro
organisers' invitation to visit Guangzhou organised by the
Committee as mentioned above.
How surprised at the wonderful trip and how lucky were we to
have gone. The Encontro is one of those events one cannot
put a finger on. It is a wonderful cultural experience and a lot
of work, planning and organisation goes into ensuring we all
have a great time least of which is the sheer magnitude of coordinating the many and varied events in the Programme for
such a large amount of people for a period of around 10 days.
One such event was the "Visit to Guangzhou".
Four bus loads set off from the designated pick up point at the
Sintra Hotel and off we went overnight bags and all on our
trip. Rather than going through the usual Gong Bei border at
Portas do Cerco we went via the "Wan Charp" border which
was extremely quiet when compared with the thousands who
go through the other border. An approximate two-hour
journey took us into Guangzhou, the bus trip giving us an
opportunity to see the countryside.
We arrive at our destination just in time for a sumptuous
Chinese banquet lunch showcasing local produce at one of the
very large restaurants in the area. I mean .... very large.
After lunch we visited the
excellent Guangdong Musem. This
museum is a first rate provincial
museum in China with great
exhibits including calligraphy,
paintings, ceramics, woodcarvings
and gemstones. We saw
Guangzhou history and culture,
impressive Chaozhou Gilded
woodcarvings, the Liede Dragon Boat Ivory Carving, Tiered
food carriers, and many other precious items.
Along the way some sightseeing taking in the Canton Tower
resembling a thin hourglass and at one time the tallest tower
in China. Photo time and lots of happy snaps.
After the museum some time at the CBD taking in the town
centre beautifully decked out Christmas decorations and
lights. And what good tour doesn't include shopping!!!! So a
visit to a huge six or seven storey shopping complex allowing
us plenty of shopping time and to have a look at what the
beautiful fashionable (not to mention young) ladies of
Guangzhou are wearing.
Time to head to our hotel ... oh no
wait .... of course we must have
dinner first. Again a very
sumptuous many courses Chinese
banquet dinner at another large
restaurant.

On the way home to the hotel we drive along the magnificent
Pearl River where the evening view of the harbour lights and
the many colourfully lit up restaurant/ sightseeing boats on
the water paint a fantastic backdrop not usually seen in
Australia.
Then the hotel. Hmm .... as if we were not already impressed
with the whole day ..... a very impressive White Swan Hotel.
Beautifully appointed with many Chinese artifacts displayed in
the foyer, gardens with waterfalls and ponds filled with
colourful carp. The rooms were large and very well furnished.
The next day after a
great breakfast, off we
went on the bus to a
great cultural
village/theme park
where we spent a few
hours walking around
and enjoying various
architecture, gracious
gardens, man-made
lakes and ponds and
some of us were even
game enough to have
native snack foods and
sweets (tong Sui). Two cultural shows were very well
produced and enjoyed by all.
After the visit to the village it was time to head off back to
Macau for the wonderful Encontro Closing Dinner at the
Sheraton Grande Macau. Wait ...... there's more ....
Of course we had to have lunch before we went home. Again
off we went to another magnificent huge restaurant where we
were very well fed with another scrumptious Chinese banquet
lunch. Then back to Wan Charp border and back to Macau.
What a wonderful, wonderful experience thanks to the
organisers ... all for a very well-priced $150 per person.
Amazing and thank you!!!
This article has been written as a very big thank you to the
Macau organisers and Tour Guides as listed below. The
organisers worked tirelessly for over a year to produce this
tour ... most enjoyable and wonderful and an absolute
pleasure and great time had by all ....
Left to right Dr. Jose Luis de
Sales Marques, President of
the Organising Committee
of Encontro das
Comunidades Macaenses;
Dra. Maria de Fatima
Salvador dos Santos
Ferreira, Vice-President of
Organising Committee of
Encontro das Comunidades Macaenses; Mr. Bian Tao from
Liaison Office and Ms. Guiomar Pedruco Former Miss Macau
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